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Leon Isaac Kennedy speaks in All Faiths
BY DEREK BOYD
Panther Staff

In spite of his delayed arrival
to the 7 p.m. program on Oct. I0,
Evangelist Leon Isaac Kennedy still
achieved his goal of filling All Faiths
Chapel with the spirit of God.
The
Baptist Student
Movement (BSM) choir sang four
selections and rocked what was
virtually a full house waiting for the
arrival of the guest speaker:
The Rev. Vanessa
Weatherspoon introduced Kennedy
when he arrived. Kennedy then
ministered for about an hour discussing
his past ministries which proceeded
into present times. The topic of the
evening was "What Becomes of the
Brokenhearted?"
"There are a lot of people that
are suffering from heartbreak and
depression, and Jesus is the answer

FotoFest '94 will be held in the Ge

with God's help the great motivator
was there for them.
Kennedy said that when he
was first notified about the event, he
thought they wanted him to give a
motivational speech but was
delightfully surprised when he found
out that he could come and actually
minister.
Earlier during the program
and in deliberation of his past
engagements, he said that when he
visited junior high and high schools,
that he tried to motivate students as
much as possible without preaching to
them.
However, he said that a free
concert, held by him, was available to
them later in the week if they really
wanted to know about success. "So
it's a privilege," said Kennedy, "to be
able to come to a campus, especially a
black campus, to talk about Jesus
Christ."
Kennedy still writes and
produces films, but about 70 percent

By Gitonga M'mbiijewe

Kennedy

"I think that nobody is perfeci
and if you wait until you're perfect to
help somebody, you'll never help
anybody," said Kennedy . "I, on my
own, can't help anybody, but through
Jesus I can."
He also added, "1 go out and

not only tell people, but then
to them w
J
and He can bcal the brokenbeaned." of hi time i devoted to mini try, demon
h. h I h
o b n
art of for ina rsn ' la .''
ennedy said.
An honorarium is offered lo
Many of the visitors stayed four years. In his statements, he
elaborated
on
the
importance
ofhelping
see
KENNEDY
on page J 8
after the closing prayer because they

10-30. Photos like Louis Bernal's

SLAVE CEMETERY

needed more praise and healing, and others.

A student explores and
discovers the neglect of the
old Wyatt Chapel Cemetery.
A remnant of Prair_ie View's
history has apparently been
forgotten by students ,faculty,
and administration. This once
sacred place is now a forest
instead of a cemetery. Pg.

8

HALLOWEEN
The day we all thought was fun and treats may be a. .
satanic festival where· people are sacrificed and the devil 1s
called upon by witches to help celebrate the occasion. Pg. 4
Dorsey continues work on bust of recently retired 1VAMU president, Becton

Becton honored by PV with sculpted bust
As PV' s president for the last
"An Afrocentric art tradition
.s imperative for a black university, five years , Becton contributed
Panther Reporter
and all artists should be in the forefront dedicated service and admirable
Black History ................... 8-9
Recently, Prairie View A&M of this endeavor," said Dorsey. Dorsey leadership qualities. Reforms such as
Hearts on the Hill .............10-11 University decided to have a bust reco~~iz_es and respect~ hon~rable the fall in the crime rate ,_ better
sculpted honoring former university quahues mall of PV AMU s presidents, academic standings, the renovation of
Lifestyles ..... ................ 12-14 president Julius w. Becton. Professor and seeks to do sculptures ~f al_lfo~er the W.R. Banks building and the
installation of the fiber-optic electrical
Sports ...............................16-18 Harold s. Dorsey has been and future presidents, begmnmg with
see DORSEY on page 18
commissioned to execute the task.
Becton.

Newsweek.. .. .................. 4-7 BY ERIC-CHAMEL GAITHER

,,,.___
lumni Hall sits in shambles after a
ecent food fight. See pg. 6

Viewpoints .... .............. . 19-20
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USC Offers Graduate Studies in Spanish Literature
The University of Southern California is offering a graduate program for students interested in Spanish
Literature, Spanish American Literature and Hispanic Linguistics. This degree program offers an
academic environment for students interested in advanced studies and research in the fields of Hispanic
Literature and Linguistics. The specialization in literature incorporates literary history, criticism and
theory, as well as cultural and intellectual history. This department offers a number of positions as assistant
lecturer to qualified graduate students. The teaching positions provide full tuition remission and allows
the graduate student to teach three class.es a year. Salaries range from $11,404 to $12,578 for the 19941995 academic year. For more information about the graduate program or for an application please
contact: Graduate Studies, Department of Spanish and Portuguese, USC, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0358

First Annual African Holocaust Conference
The political action committee of the Shrine of the Black Madonna will be presenting the first annual
African holocaust conference, "Remembering Those Who Have Gone Before." The conference will be
held on Saturday, Oct. 29, and Sunday, Oct. 30. On Saturday, several speakers will speak on subjects such
as, "The Psychological Impact of the African Holocaust", 'The African Holocaust in the Caribbean and
the Americas" and "The Global Implications of the African Holocaust", and appearing for a cultural
l)t:esentation wi\\ be the Seven Principles Drum Group and African Dancers. On Sunday, Cardinal
Menelik Kimathi Sermon will speak_on the "Modem Day African Holocaust", and "Sankofa" the highly
acclaimed film on the African Holocaust, will be shown at the University of Houston, central campus,
Houston Room University Center, foJlowed by a lecture, questions, and answers by Dr. Haile Gerima. The
conference will be held at the Shrine of the Black Madonna, 5317 Martin Luther King Blvd. in Houston.
The fee will be $25, and will include all events. For more information, call (713) 645-1071 .

JuliaN. Berry

Julia Berry is a junior electrical
engineering student from Houston. She recently transferred from
University of Oklahoma.
. Berry_ has .already had
~hree mtern~h1ps with some maJorcorporattons. She has worked
with Exxon, where she developed
Fortran-coded SEPSIZE engineering software. On her second
internship with Exxon she designed database systems. Berry
also received the opportunity to

work with Xerox, where she
worked in Hardware and Software Network Support and System Administration. Finally,
Berry worked with Delco Electronics, where she designed and
developed circuitry to reduce radiated emissions and improve radio frequency interference.
.
When asked why she
made the transfer to Prairie View,
Berry said, "I wanted a more indepth and intense education within
a close-knit, family-oriented support network, where I would feel
like a person rather than a social
.security number. I found that and
more here at P.V.
·
Berry is a mem\jer of
Toast masters, National Society
ofBlackEngineers and vice-president for Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
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Asalah Meets in Atlanta
working on the new multi-medi
foreign language lab.
The purpose of this
project is to give students motivation so they will enjoy practicing
their Spanish, or other foreign lanDr. John Sullivan
guages. Dr. Sullivan says the
new lab will consist of state-ofDr. John Sullivan is an the-art computers, that the staMidsummer Night's Dream
associate professor of the foreign dents will find enjoyable to us~.
When asked how he felt
ome and witness the humor and magic of a "Midsummer Night's Dream". This Afrocentric ve ·
f language department. He is from
hak
,
. .
h
.
.
rston o
North
Indiana.
He
has
received
about
being
a professor at Prairie
espeare s c1assic rruxes t e passion and artistry of African tradition with the spirits and comedy f
hakespeare. This produ~tion runs throu~h Oct. 9, 1994. Performances are Thursday 7 :30 p.m. and Frid~y his Bachelor of Arts in Spanish, as View, he _said that it has illusd Saturday at~ p.m. with ~unday mattnees at 3 p.m. Tickets are from $10-$17. 1994-95 Subscription well as his master's in Spanish trated to him that learning has to
ackages ~e available._ For ttckets, group and student rates, and subscription information call (713) 520- teaching and linguistics, at Ball be personalized in the sense that
State University in Muncia, Ind. ~ssessing prior knowledge and
55. This program will be held at the S.H.A.P.E. Community Center at 3903 Alameda, in Houston.
He then proceeded to receive his interests of students.
Ph.D. in applied linguistics at the
. T~ he\\) students out, Dr.
lanetarium offers Features, Laser Shows for Fall at the Houston Museum of Natural Science
Universit-y ofl\\inoisCham\)agne- Su\hvan }USt wanted to 'a.'J \ha\,
Urt>ana.
"the -mo \ ,m ttan\ fac\ot to {mis fall, the Houston Museum of Natural Science is offering public planetarium programs for a\\ ages. The
.
h
i n \an1n,~,.,,.
r. u JI ,van
n a
urke Baker Planetarium offers five different kinds of programming: feature presentations, designed to professorDat
Prairie View for si}( tiv . v~abl
e entertaining and educational for general audiences; children's features, educational programs intended years and received tenure on Sept. mot1vat10n.
or student groups and children with their parents; family laser shows, which feature laser light images and
1, 1994.
ock music for teenagers through adults; and Stars of the Season, a star identification show to help
At present, Dr. Sullivan is

The Association for the Study of Afro-American Life and History met in Atlanta, Ga. during the secon
wee~ of October 1994. Professors_from the history programs represented PV AMU well at this meeting. Dr
Pun:is ~arter, wh~ an_nually contnbut~s to the Journal of the "Association", The Journal of Negro History
?Y viewmg blacks m hterature, made his annual trek to the meeting of the Association. Program participant
mcl~ded Dr. Lena Boyd-Brown who read a paper on blacks in newspapers. Dr. Howard Jones served
chairperson of the session. Also in attendance was Professor Louis Williams.

amiliarize people with the night sky.

Satur- parole and that he serves his sister's eyes to free her fro
whole 42 1/2 years in prison. the devil. The incident occurre
Shaw pleaded guilty in June to in Dallas, and Dallas prosecu
merican Urban Radio Net- ments ranging from voting
Black Judge Angered by Rae- the 1993 kidnapping a~d rob- tors are maintaining that the
orks have announced a series rights to eco
ism
bery of two Philadelphia men. tried to remove the possessio
f initiatives aimed at assisting
by beating 30-year-old Myr
he nation's largest and oldest nomic empowerment. The
A Philadelphia judge Sisters Gouge Sibling's Eye- Obasi, and using their finger
ivil rights group, the NAACP. theme of the campaign is
to take her eyes out.
added 35 years to a convicted balls
n Thursday, Oct. 27, NAACP "Imagine an America without
Obasi says she doesn'
felon's term after being called a
hairman of the Board Dr. Wil- the NAACP." In February, that
recall
how
her eyes were take
"house nigger". Apparently,
Two Louisiana sisters
iam Gibson, President Rupert 12-week campaign will be folDerrick Shaw, a black
were recently found guilty of out but she does not believe he
ichardson and Interim Senior lowed by another 10- week
trying to gouge out their sisters are responsible. Bot
dministrator Earl Shonhoster campaign that will feature tessisters received 10 years pro
man, was sentenced to 7 1/2 younger sister's eyeballs,
ill take to the airwaves to de- timonials from everyday people
years for robbery.
Doretha Crawford, 34, bation.
iver a half hour, "State of the on what the NAACP has done
The judge, John Ricard and Beverly Johnson, 35, of
AACP" address. The address for them. The campaign will
Jackson said that he hopes that Arcadia, Louisiana were found Material
ill begin at 6 p .m. The initial conclude with the 7th Annual
Shaw will never be released on guilty of gouging out their taken from Jet Magazine.
adio public service campaign
ill begin on Monday, Nov. 7,

ew Campaign for NAACP

and will feature a
NAACP Radiothon on
series of 30-second announce- day, April 22, 1995.
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Fields on domestic violence:What's love got to do with it?
BY NICOLE N. JOHNSTON
Panther Reporter
A seminar on "Domestic
Violence: What's Love Got to Do
With It?" was held in the Public Events
Room of the John B. Coleman Library
recently, and featured speaker,
Kimberly Fields, a field counselor
with the Houston· Area Women's
Center (HAWC).

The seminar was sponsored
bytheDepartmentofCounselingand
Multicultural Services in light of the
fact that October is national violence
awareness month. The seminar
addressed issues such as the causes
and effects of domestic violence,
possible remedies for abusive
situations, and services available to
women and children in abusive
relationships.

Fields, a senior psychology
major at the University of Houston,
outlined the services available at the
HA WC which are divided into
residential services and nonresidential services. The residential
services include facilities for women
and childre11 actually at the shelter
and entail food, shelter, clothing,
medical services, children's services
and counseling. The non-residential
services include legal advice regarding
protective orders, divorces, child
custody, etc., and counseling.
. .
The HAWC which is als_o_a
United Way agency has a rape cnsis
program which includes a 24-hour
hotline.
Fields defined domestic
violence as a systematic pattern of
physical, sexual and psychological
abuse which is predominantly directed
by men against women, and is most

often a part of a process by which the
perpetrator maintains control over the
victim. She further stressed that
domestic violence encompasses all
races, ethnic groups, educational
levels, social and economic
backgrounds, sexual orientation and
religion.

stated that in Texas in 1993, 161
women were killed by their male
partners, and of all the women killed
in Texas, 38 percent were killed by
their male partners. In 1993, 155,757
incidents of domestic violence were
reported. (Many more incidents are
not reported.)

Al Young

A short film, "Battered",
In the United States as a
outlined the gravity of the domestic whole, more than 4,000 women are Novelist and Screenwriter
violence situation. It stated that an killed each year at the hands of their
• •
estimated 6 million women are beaten· batterers, and according to the FBI, a Young VISlts PVAMO
each year by their men, and outlined battering incident occurs every 15
theplightofone woman,LisaBianco, seconds.
By AARON DAVIS
.
.
Panther Reporter
who was eventually killed ID front of
her neighbors by her husband after he
In response to the question,
.
.
.
.
"Why do women stay ID
· ab us1ve
·
African-Amencan
novehst,
was released from a 10-year prison
.
.
&
h · I b
relationships?" Fields said that the poet, short story writer, screenwnter,
sentence ,or p ys1ca a use.
.
y
·11 be · · ·
1
•
Id
d
·
·
v1S1t1Dg
Fie s quote statistics number one reason is thefearofbeing and. editor,
.
. A oung w1
.
which revealed that in 1993, the killed, since leaving does not always Pram~ View as part of the ~erican
guarantee safety and many times Classics Tour.
HAWC served more th an 2 ,532 ~
•
·
b th A
·
.
th h d f th • aggravates the situation.
This tour, sponsored y e ssoc1chents abused at e an s o
err
••
d th HBCU
Th stahst1
· ·
I
Other reasons Fields stated ated Wnt.mg Programs an e
spouse or partner.
e
cs a so
Consortium for Creative Writing, is
see VIOLENCE on page 7
part of a program developed to help
cultivate creative writing at HBCUs.
During his three-day stay at the
university, Young is scheduled to do
several activities which involve interaction with students, faculty, and community members. Among these activities, the writer is scheduled to attend a meeting of the Creative Writing
Club Wednesday, Oct. 6.
Thursday morning, Young will
speak with Afro-American Literature
classes and that night at 7 he will hold
a public reading and book signing in
the conference room of the Memorial
Student Center.
Friday, Young will speak with theater classes and meet with drama students before he attends the Charles
Gilpin Players' production of "The
Amen Corner" at 8p.m.

McColl urn's
PARKWAY MOTORS
890-1961

10555 FM 1960 WEST
1986 DODGE CARAVAN SE
SUPER CLEAN MITSU ENGINE. S995 DOWN & TTL. 890-0022.

1990 CHEV BEAUVILLE VAN
60K, FULL PWR, DUAL A/C 12 PASS. WILL FINANCE.

1986 MERCURY SABLE
AUTO, PWR WINDOWS, PWR LOCKS, PWR SEATS TILT, CRUISE,
CASS., LOW MILES. $895 DOWN & TTL 890-0022.

1991 CHEV C-3500 DUALLY
AUTO, CLEAN TRUCK. WILL FINANCE. 890-0022.

1987 CHEV ASTRO VAN
SUPER CLEAN, NEW UPHOLSTRY. S995 DOWN & TTL. 890-0022.

1991 FORD RANGER XLT
The day: Oct. 31. The time:
5 SPD, AWFM CASS., CUSTOM WHEELS. WILL FINANCE late at night. It's Halloween!! Time to

1990 OLDS DELTA 88 ROYALE
FULL, PWR PKG. $995 DOWN & TTL. 890-0022.

1993 CHEV SILVERADO LWB
V-8, AUTO, LOADED, FULL PWR. WILL FINANCE.

~CHRYSLERWCREDIT
Fi11011cing
.A 1,0 i Ial> le

GOOD CREDIT
BAD CREDIT
NO CREDIT
NO PROBLEM

Halloween: child's play
or Satan's day?
BY GITONGA M'MBUJEWE
Panther Reporter

celebrate and have good clean fun, or
is it? It's another day of the year to
"kick it", but the question is, do we
really know why we are doing so and
what this day is all about?
We have been ignorant of the
fact that this is the day of the dead, in
See HALLOWEEN on page 18
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Dr. Calvin Rolark passes

Dr. Calvin Kolark

Capt.,Woods

The Prairie View A&M University
community is sadden by the passing
of Dr. Calvin W. Rolark, Sr. Dr.
Rolark, a graduate of PV AM, was
noted as a past president of the Prairie
View A&M Uniersity National
Alumni Association and a member of
the Presidents' Council. Rolark was
known nationally as the founder of
the United Black Fund and publisher
of the Washington Infonner Newspaper. Funeral services will be Saturday, Oct. 29 at Shiloh Baptist Church,
1510 9th Street, N.W., Washington,

o.c, be~iooio~ at 11 :OOa,m,

*

nteed savings.

Dial it for

Now save 7% to 48% on toll calls trom home to anywhere within the shaded map area.*
Check your phone bill. You may be surprised at how much your local phone company is charging you for
toll calls within the Greater Houston and Bay Cities area.
Fortunately, you have another choice that can guarantee you savings anytime of day on toll calls from home
to anywhere within the shaded area on the map.
Imagine, guaranteed savings from 7% all the way up to a Texas-sized 48% over what you're now paying
your local phone company.• For example, on calls between Huntsville and Conroe, save 24%. And on calls
between Houston and Nacogdoches, save 41 %.
All you do is dial 10-ATI first on each toll call you make from home.
That's 10-ATI + 1 + the area code+ the number.
There's no need to sign up, and no monthly fee.
If you have any questions about when to use 10-ATI; give us a call at 1 800-282-4212, ext 20004.
A1&:T is bringing quality and guaranteed savings even closer to home.
A'OO: Your 'Ihle \oice."'

AT&T

*

·- -- .. -- -- - - - - - .. - - .. - .. - ..... -- - - - - ._

---

*
-

-- - --
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PV p I a c e s 5th i n forensic tournament
A&M by the University of Houston and
Mclenan Community College of Waco.
University's Intercollegiate Forensics
Twenty- three schools from five states
Team recently participated in the Texas
participated, including Florida State
Two-Step
Swin2
Forensics
and Vanderbilt (Texas Southern was
Tournament (two tournaments in one
not there.)
weekend), from Oct.7-Oct.9, hosted
The PVU team of Cornelius
Prairie

View

Spencer and Chad Banicki finished
fifth in parliamentary debate with a 4 &
2 record, tying with St. Mary's of San
Antonio for 4th place, but being
eliminated from the semi-final round
by tie-breaking speaker points. The
University of Houston finished Ist and

2nd, Rice finished third. The PVU
team oflngrid Baker and Sheila Jones
went 2 & 4 and accumulated the most
speaker points on the team.
David McGregor tied for
12th position by the semi-final break
and lost on tie breaking points to finish
13th in prose interpretation. Betty
Iroku was 2nd and 4th in preliminary
rounds of prose interpretation.
Ingrid baker went 2 & 3 in

preliminary rounds of impromptu
speaking to finish 1st in the semifinals.
Ozzie Banicki, director of
forensics, said, "There are 13 members
on the team and we are looking good.
I am also excited about having former
PVU forensic stand- out Jackie Davis
as assistant coach in charge of oral
interpretation. Jackie was 2nd in the
nation sometime earlier in the century.

•

•

•

•

If This Sends Your Mind Reeling
By Gitonga M'mbijjewe

SGA President, Kevin Johnson and former SGA President, Kena Young.

BY BRIDGE'IT MC GOWEN
Panther Reporter

If This Is Music To Your Ears,

Or If These Look Familiar, There
Is Only One Place To Be.
NSA will be on campus October 27th interviewing for:_
Full-time positions in: Electrical Engineering, ~lectromc
Engineering, Computer Engineer!ng, Comp~te~ Science,
Mathematics, Applied Mathematics and Statistics.
Summer (Juniors): EE, EE, CE, CS, Math., ~pp. Math., Stat.,
Slavic (except Russian), Middle Eastern and Asian languages.
Coop Program (Freshmen and Sophmores): EE, EE, CE, CS,
Math., App. Math., and Languages (Chinese and Korean onlyr
GPA must be 3.0 or above for all majors except Mathematics
which is 3.5 or above. Sign up at the placement office.

National
Security
Agency
Thl" Opporrunicies of a Lifetime

:\n rquJI oppor111niC1 l'mpl<•~l"r. l'.~. ,i1itl'n,hip rl'quir,·J for .1ppli,.1111 Jnd imm,-diJll' family ml'm~rs.

Lately, the SGA' s primary
focus is money and mayhem. A
purchase and funds have been
provided by the SGA to benefit the
cheerleaders, the Coronation Ball
Queen, and the nursing school. To
center attention on recent mayhem on
the campus, SGA president Kevin
Jones, gave his views on possible
changes that may occur due to food
fights that have taken place in the
Alumni Hall.
Armed with various ways to
serve the student body, the SGA
follows through with its duty by
showing its support financially. The
SGA provided the cheerleading squad
with $585 for its trip to Itta Bena,
Miss. on Saturday, Oct. 29 to rally
spirit for the Panther football team as
it goes against Mississippi Valley
State. Four-hundred dollars was given
to the Coronation Ball Queen to cover
her expenses for the ball scheduled
for Saturday, Nov. 12. Also, a new
television set was purchased for the
nursing school.
All should be aware of the
fact that the Alumni Hall is run as a
self-bussing facility. Everyone does
not adhere to this, for trays and trash
are repeatedly being left -00 tables

after students have finished their meal.
Trite as it may seem to some, it really
is a matter of great importance. The
SGA is spearheading a campaign to
hopefully eliminate this problem.
There is an estimated cost of $50,000
to hire more people to pick up trays.
The SGA is enlisting the Pan Hellenic
Council and the CSO to help with the
matter, but neither of the two have
made a confinnation.
The recent food fights that
have taken place in the Alumni Hall
have increased the severity of the
forenamed problem. This has caught
the eyes of the SGA, also. Jones was
highly disappointed about the food
fights.
"Prairie View A&M is an
institution of the first class and a mecca
of higher education," said Jones,
"We' re the best of the best. We should
act like adults."
It may cost even more than
$50,000 to rectify the matter, though.
The administration, who at this point
is very worried, is considering placing
eight security officers in the Alumni
Hall. Theofficerswillbepaid$12 per
hour. Eventually, the cost of having
officers located in the Alumni Hall
will be tacked on to the fees. Due to
problems that students can easily solve
themselves, tuition could very well be
on the rise.
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Rev. Talley's "Station at the Cross" exhibited at Temple Jr. College

Rev. Talley
"Stations of the Cross", an exhibition
of works by Rev. Clarence Talley, Sr.,
art professor at Prairie View A&M
University, will open Tuesday ( Oct.
25 ) in the foyer gallery of the Mary
Alice Marshall Fine Arts Building at
Temple Junior College.
The reception at 7 p.m. will

Violence
continued from page 5
which cause women to stay are
emotional factors such as hopes that
the relationship will improve, or that
the abuser will get help, low selfesteem, high level of denial, fear of
retaliation,acceptanceofresponsibility
fortheabuser'sbehavior. Other factors
were economic dependence, low or no
job skills, no opportunity for escape,
low or no education and children.
Characteristics of probable
abusers detailed in Fields' presentation
include intense jealousy to the point of
danger, controlling behavior, quick
involvement in relationships,
unrealistic expectations of their
partners, isolation of their partners from
family and friends, cruelty to animals
and children, playful use of force or
sex, verbal abuse, a Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde personality, past history of
battering, and any force during an

be followed by a slide lecture by the
artist and is free and open to the public.
The exhibition includes 15
mixed media works which illustrates
the Stations of the Cross, or the chief
incidents of Christ's last hours on the
earth. The constructions of stations
reflect both cubist influence and postmodern elements.
Each station presents a series
of overlapping planes and the interplay
of light and dark to create what Rev.
Talley calls "athereal quality, a
luminosity that is heavenly in
composition."
A 1973 graduate of Southern
University, Talley received a masterof
fine arts degree from Louisiana State
University and a Master of Arts in
theology from the Houston Graduate
School ofTheology. He also has studied
bronzing casting at Rice University,
and attended Soltan Szabo Watercolor
Workshop, Egar Whitney Workshops,
Gerald
Brommer Watercolor
Workshops and studied lithography at

the Museum of Fine Arts School in
Houston. A professor of art at Prairie
View A&M for 20 years, he also is
practicing artist and international
exhibitor and i~ a Baptist minister.
His recent exhibitions

make the choice to leave for different
reasons, some very understandable. But
in addition, organizations such as the
HA WC are not allowed to make this
choice·for them, they can only make
available to the victims, options
available to them and possible courses
of action. So the chain of domestic
violence, and deaths as a result of
domestic violence continues unless we
can come up with new and innovative
ways of addressing the problem.
The HAWC provides a much
needed and necessary service but it is
not highly preventive in nature. It is a
service which deals with the problem
and not necessarily the cause of the
problem as Brother Paul Four X, who
attended, pointed out.

include the Corcoran Gallery in
Washington, D.C., the Blaffer Gallery
at the University of Houston, and the
John B. Coleman Library Gallery at
PYAMU. His work was awarded first
_place in the 1994 Afro-American Art

From

Pizza Huf!
We 're rolling out a new crust at
Pizza Hut! It's SICILIAN SME
PIZZA - with Italian seasonings,
including garlic,
oregano and basil,
baked right in the
One
crust and loaded
Medium with your choice
Any Second
of toppings. It's
Medium Pizza $5 a great taste from
top to bottom!

Brother Four X stated that we

need to start looking at and addressing
the causes of the problem of domestic
violence, especially in the black
community.
All services of the HAWC,
argument.
which is located on 3101 Richmond,
Unfortunately, women in
abusive relationships do not always are free. You may call the center at
(713) 528-5785

Available !or a 11m11ed time at part10pahng un.ts e designates a registered trademark ol PIZZa Hut, Inc. Cl 994 Pilla Hut. Inc Limited 084,very area Not valid with any other ofter
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Competition held at the Brown Center
in Orange.
The exhibition will continue
through Nov. 21, Gallery hours are 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Thursday.
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Gone but not forgotten -- Reflections on Wyatt Chapel Cemetery
from the ground. I walk under trees, rea'.:hing out to me? Asking me to give
branches, and battle thorns to rea'.:h the them the respect that they are due as the
tombstone. I begin to remove the moss true founders of this ~med university.
It's a warm Sunday afternoon anddirtfromittofindoutwhattheepitaph
The Wyatt Chapel c.emetery is
and I am on my way to visit this reoos. It is the tombstone of Albert located on land that was originally part of ·
"rediscovered" slave c.emetery that I have Colling, whodiedJuly 5, 1922, anditreads JaredEllisonKirby' sAlta Vista Plantation.
heard about As I walk down the road, I "Gone But Not Forgotten"
The cemetery was set aside for the burial
notic.e that a historical marker has been
I look around and notic.e that a of the plantation's slaves. The land first
erected to honor this remnant of Prairie few m<XC tombstones are lying among belonged to Justo Liendo who came to
View's history.
whatisnowaf<XCStinsteadofacemetery. Texas as an original settler along with
After reading the marker, I Is this any way to give respect to our Stephen F. Austin. Justo Liendo, who
proceed towards the c.emetery but I am deceased? I march onward only to find ownedlandfiomWallertoNavasota,sold
forcedtohaltmyjoumeybecauselrealiz.e sunken areas in the earth where an the Waller County portion of his land to
that I do not know where it is. Bef<XC me individual might be buried. The only another original settler by the name of·
is a large field with a few trees scattered indication of a burial site for some tombs Jared Ellison Groce. JaredE. Grocedeeded
here and there.My instincts tell me to walk is a metal post without a marker or a small theareaofPrairie View to his son, Leonard
towards my left and see what I can find squarestonewhichwasonc.eneatlyplac.ed WallerGroce. LeonardWallerGrocesold
Mysearchleadsmetoadirttrailsimilarto asacommemorationpiec.eforsomeone's a portion of this land (now Prairie View
those used by my friends for dirt bike family member. As I continued my A&M University) to his cousin, Jared
riding when we were children. I follow journey, my heart paced and a tingling Ellison Kirby.
this trail which leads me to an area of sensation ran through my head. I noticed
Jared Kirby was a colonel in the :
shaded trees and thorn bushes. By now, I the wind had picked up on this fine Confederate anny during the Civil War.
By Gitonga M'mbijjewe
am thinking to myself, ''Where the hell is afternoon and the animals seemed to be After the war, the plantation fell on hard
Greg
Bevels
observes
the
deterioration
of
the
area
grave
markings at Wyatt
the cemetery?" From the corner of my movingaboutmore than usual. Could it be times and shortly afterJared Kirby passed
Chapel
Cemetery.
eye, I see a slanted tombstone protruding that this cemetery of restless souls were away. Upon his death, the plantation was

BY GREGORY BEVELS
Panther Reporter

ee CEMETERY on page 9

CLHSSIFIEDSI
WE NEED A NANNY

for 18-month-old child.
1-6 p.m., Monday through
Friday, occasional late
nights, ln our Copperfield
home. Guaranteed 25
hours a week. generously
paid holidays. Mom travels,
Dad works nights, nanny
must be flexible. Experience
with chlldrcn, English-speaking.
references. (713) 550-5811.

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT
MAYO FOUNDATION HOSPITALS ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for
the summer.
Summer 111 is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at
Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both
part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota.
You are eligible for Summer Ill after your junior year of a four
year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes experience
on medical and surgical nursing units or in operating rooms.

Application Deadline: December 1, 1994.
For more information contact:

cu)

Mayo Medical Center
Nursing Recruitment

P.O. Box 6057
Rochester, Minnesota 55903
1-800-247-8590

\l.l\o Fuund'-1IH1n ,, ,m ,tfrlrm,111,t• .it 110n ,met
~

,mol..«•·lrC't• 111,111ul1«H1.

t1<1u,1I t)f>fk1rtun1h t..•duc.,110, ,mci t•m,,l<t\t•r.

FUNDRAISING
ChooNfrom3
different fundralNr9
lasting tither
3 daya or 7 daya.
FOBBALB
•eoNla&nUO ZX
Blue,Sunroof, Good
Encme.tMOO. Call
Da'rid, (TUI) NO-NU.

No Investment. Earn S$SS fo
your poop plua penoaa1
cub boD111e1 for yourself.
For details, call:
1-I00-932-G521,
Ext. 65
I
•

<sb.USl&Uoa, ■ atoa.

MU.StneU.

. . ; . •:•-,-SPRING BREAK '95•~ .·.
Am~ca•,·•
1 a,r1DC Breu eom,anrt
.,c.ancuri/l3abamas- Dayton''.~ (Pahamat

krlOJII moneyt

15 ftlends and TRAVEL FREEi Earn highest
conuntSSlonst (800} 32:..TRAVEL

but not necessaiy.

Jl0% Lowest Prlce Guarantee.di Organize

Full & part-time
training provided,
bilingual a plus,

can

713-952-78901

RATES & PQUCIES; SZ.00 for the first 1S words, 1O cents for each additional
word per run. Must be pa1d in advance. There are NO refunds. The Panther
reserves the right to refuse advertising that It judges to promote \<iolence
Olegal activity, is demeaning n character or could possibly harm or Injure~
of our constluents. FOR STUDENTS ONLY!
TO Pl.ACE AN AD, CALL (409)857-ZUZ BETWEEN 8AM AND SPMI
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Cemetery
continued from page 8
left to his wife, Helen Marr SwearingenKirby. Mrs. Kirby, who has relatives that
live in Katy this present day, didherbestto
preserve the land but she was still in a
financial bind. At the time that this event
was occurring, the State of Texas had
made an amendment to its 1876
constitution in order that a school for
educating colored youth be erected. They
came to the Waller County area in search
of land to build upon and Mrs. Kirby
deeded her land to the State of Texas.
The Kirby's plantation house
used to rest on the site where the Abner
Davis bust is located here on campus (in
frontofthepoliticalscience building). The
Kirby and Groce plantations sat next to
eachotheratthattime. The Kirby' sowned
approximately 450 slaves. There are
records to show that the Kirby family
bwied their slaves in the Wyatt Chapel

cemetery, but there are no records to
indicate where Leonard Waller Groce recognizingaportionofhistorywhichisof
critical importance to Prairie View A&M
bwiedhisslaves. Therefore,itcanonlybe University's existence. Frank Jackson,
assllllled thathisslavesarebwiedin Wyatt DirectocofAuxillaryServices,said, "Wyatt
Oiapel cemetery as well.
Chapel cemetery is a great legacy that will
ThenlllllCl"OUSunmarkedgraves allow future eenerations to understand
found in the cemetery are believed to date
to the period before the Civil War, a time
when most slaves would not have had
resources to purchase grave marlcers. The
cemetery remained in active use until the
I960s. The oldest marlced grave is that of
Mrs. Mattie (Wyatt) Wells (d 1882), the
daughter of a former slave. Veterans of
World War I and II, and fonnerslavesand
their descendants are also bwied in the
cemetery.
OnMarch22, 1994,ahistorical
marlcer was unveiled at the site of the
cemetery. Extreme gratitude is to be
granted to the Waller County Historical
Society, Dr. Mildred Abshir, Dr. Ann
Campbell, and Mrs. Bessie Thomas for
puttingtogetherthisdedicationceremony.
This was truly the first step towards

Suggested Readings
In The Spirit : Su an Taylor
Volunteer Slavery: Jill Nelson
From The

Browder File: Anthony T. Browder

Beloved: Toni Morrison
The African Origin Of Civilization : Myth or
Reality?: Cheikh Diop
Visions For A Black Man: Nairn Ak'bar

THOUfiH1J Aflll,llllrlE....
is currently accepting submissions for
our Art and Literary Contest. In an effort
to help defray the rising cost of tuition,
we found it necessary to sponsor such
a contest for the hundreds of college
students who've supported our publication.
The contest is open to students currently
enrolled in college. Submissions may
consist of drawings, cartoons, jokes,
limericks, poems, short stories, essays,
etc. In addition, submissions should be
no longer than one page measuring 8 1/2
* 11 inches in size. A monetary scholarship
of $500 will be awarded to the most
creative male and female contestant. All
submissions are due by Dec. 1, 1994.
The result!; of the contest will be released to all
participating institutions the first week of
January 1995. Recirients of the scholarships
will have their works published in the Black
Histroy issue of 111au,11r1 lflf61fllNE. Mail all
entries to: 111au,11r1 lflf6'ZINE P.O. Box 7596,
Tallahassee, FL 32314. For futher information,
contact Larry M. Tait at (904) 599-3624.

their past" Without the efforts of those
individuals held as slaves, whose blood,
sweat, andtearshavebeenpouredintothe
land we walk on each day, this university
might not have become a reality.

PV
Theindividualsbwiedin the WyattOiapel
cemetery are truly gone... What are the
studentsandfacultyofPrairie View A&M
University going to do in order to make
sure they are not forgotten?
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HEARTS ON THE HILL

/
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The Gift

----

......

"'
......

~

/,7 -==---,

AUALONE
I S'IAND ON THE CORNER
WOKING FOR SOMEONE TO TALK TO
HOPING TO FIND A FRIEND
TO LAUGH WffH, HOLD AT NIGH4
OR JUS'I TO LOVE
WILL I EVER HAVE SOMEBODY SPECIAL?
I CAN'T STAND BEING AWNE
WHY IS THIS HAPPENING?
'CAUSE I'M Mf:AN, UNGRATEFUL,
RUDE, OR UGLY
WIUSOMEBODY PLEASE TEUME!
I NEED SOMEBODY, ANYBODY
TO HELP ME, COMFORT ME AND

CARE FOR ME
I CAN'T UNDERSTAND IT
DO 1DESERVE m1s1
YES! NO! MAYBE!
WHAT IS THE ANSWER?
AM l FOREVER AND ALWAYS WlUBE;
AUALONE
-Nataiha Gransberry

.....

The gift ...

..........

Wrapped in sparkling silver paper,
Saying to yourself I can't wait till later
Thoughts running through your mind,
Hoping what's inside is what you've been waiting to find.
Maybe its a diamond ring,
Thinking of how it will sparkle in the warmth of spring.

(3

ellow Girl

The gift...
Maybe it's a ruby bracelet,
or perhaps a gold anklet.
What if it's nothing,
Oh, how the suspense is killing me, it's got to be something.
The gift...
He quietly whispers, Baby what's inside is something you can't but,
With the look of sadness he gives you, you begin to cry.
It is made from the softest of metals,
So soft, it's as fragile as rose pedals.
Yet it is the purest and strongest,
it's the oldest and has been around the longest.

A White woman and a Black man
Made a yellow girl
With pretty green eyes
And soft brown curls.
In the North, she is admired
In the South, she is rejected.
From the reality of a Black life
She couldn't be protected.
Looked on as a half-breed
But is a race of her own
Pushed from White, pulled to Black
She's never felt alone.
Mixed races she may be,
But mixed up she is not.
Proud of her different races,

If you look inside you won't find much.

It was made for a person as such.
It's -- one of a kind,
It is made with the love I've come to find.

Within herself a melting pot.

I love you

A Black man and a White woman
Made a yellow girl
A girl with a lot of understanding
"The ClanDestine" Of a mixed-up, crazy world.
by Jamila Anderson

A.rt work done by Derek Boyd

The Nubian Queen

REAL
I want to be the woman,
who one day can assure you of love.
I want to know,
that I'm the only woman you're thinking of.
I might sound selfish,
to want all of you to myself.
But I know how it would affect me,
to see you with someone else.

I want to be the woman,
who one day can assure you of love.
I want to know,
that I'm the only woman you're thinking of.
I might sound selfish,
to want all of you to myself.
But I know how it would affect me,
to see you with someone else.

Although this might be the time,
that we tum off the lights.
I want this affair to last,
longer than just tonight.
I want our relationship to grow so strong,
that it's only me you'd always want to feel.
Hoping that you're not too good to be true,
and knowing all along it is you that is real.

Although this might be the time,
that we turn off the lights.
I want this affair to last,
longer than just tonight.
I want our relationship to grow so strong,
that it's only me you'd always want to feel.
Hoping that you're not too good to be true,
and knowing all along it is you that is real.
By Terea Roland

Sister, sister, sister, oh how good
our friendship is.
Please- help continue this friendship.
For we're on each other's side for
the liberation of our people.
It's my duty as a strong Black man
to protect, care for, and respect you.
And it's your duty as a strong Black
woman to comfort, advise and
motivate me to keep me from being
complacent and weak.
Whenever you want to talk to me about anything, I'm willing to listen.
Whenever you're in trouble, I'm willing to help.
Whenever you want to see me, I'll be there.
Sister, we must not let any pecker wood, any Uncle Tom, or any other
hypocrite interfere with our struggle. For the Struggle belongs to us!!
Let us stick together to build the Powerful Black Empire that we have
treatment of ever since we re-educated ourselves from being house negr~es
to revolutionaries!
Peace, love and power to you Black woman!
-Zuberi Askia Katanga
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How many Times can I say Good-bye

lltJJro~-!Htartttf•
tear-Jilfetf eges spiff on to piffowcases
forming zig-r,ag stains, foffow tlie traas
6oay enveu,pea wi.tli pain
soufkss person wi.tliout a name
foofisli love, craw[, aistortea
symptoms of tlie 6rof..en-lieartea
a f.oving lieart rippea to slireas
fus, tfeception, 6eing misftaa
warmtli anapassion 6ottlea up
lia[j-lieartea taus never t1WU9ft
f oofisli love, craw[, aistortea
symptoms of tlie .iro(en.-lieartea

I know so much about this word
so often spoken too often heard
Am I sane to thank the bridges burned
or daft in remembering lessons learned
So are we all to each the same
when good-bye is said then why the shame
Lonely hours reward the pride
with shallow passions that chafe & chide
And no time to greet or reconcile
ever serious, stem always in style
How many times can I say good-bye
ever on the ground and not flying high
Many ideas have passed me by
a villain of pride victim of others lies
Nights now and then between that and this
my mind often stirs and I reminisce
Say to my soul what would've
could've
should've been
and pledging to utter those words not again
Lord why do we even bother with hello
when good-bye is what steals the show
Save the moment and live those dreams
delight in warm sunshine and cool moon beams
I don't want it said that my life was dead
and was void of wonder that once danced
in my head
How many times can I say good-bye
forsake fortune before it begins
To have a heart of stone and shun
I.he

-Jason Winn

aifferen.t tliis time, get stiff no cftange
fondiness encompassing fife
protecting, refusing more strife
liurt, craw[, aistortea
symptoms of tlie 6rof..en-lieartea

hes" licsrlies

Jtn1 aUia·pa.kQf'lies

you bogged. you Pleaded, you·

cried

for me to give yo~ one mo~ try .
lie; lies, lies
yoab. hay yuu and.her in

_Alumm
so, now lW<>n't laik to you
-'and you want to know why

lies, lies,'lies
haw yw last night in front of
Drew
-thought you were slick, didn't
think I.knew

lies lies, lies
Un, huh you went to the party at
the Dome
but you told me you were going

home
lies, lies, lies
the truth 1 will tell

you cm keep your \ies aoo go to
1heU
by Laebaundre Johnson

I

I

Becoming One Again
The 0r>eative Wr>iting c)our>nal
Inter,ested wr,iter,s plea~e submit

'By .laCfuw.tufre. Jo/inson

or>iginal
tl\f)ed poetr>q to the Oepar>tment

Happy
Halloween
from the
Panther Staff

~'111i 1.,~f)~[Liej'.:

unknown is one of our tragic sins.

fove atufpassion repfacdwitli rage

unaying love 6urning wi.tli in
never stooa a cftana tfestinea to ena
liurt, craw[, aistortea
symptoms of tlie 6rof..en-lieartea

::;_~

of english and
({or,eign (,anguages bq_ ~r>idaq,
October, 28, 199.ll.
~uidelines for> submission:

•
•
•

no longer> than 2 tl\f)ed pages
no mor>e than 2 entr,ies
Include phone number>

<{or, additional infor>mation
contact fir>. <Dilliam ff. ehapman
at 1!060.

If you only knew,
how much I miss you,
maybe you would feel the same.
Maybe I was confused,
because I felt used,
for this we both are to blame.
I love you so.
Never wanted you to go,
but your love my heart just couldn't
understand.
True to you I would stay,
forever and more than a day.
Hoping for me you would be the
man.
Now you belong,
to someone else.
At least that's what you claim.
But deep down,
I know your heart,
never did stray.
So I pray and,
know without a doubt,
that if it's meant God will work
things out.
And as I reminisce on our good
times again,
I know that you'll be mine,
and we'll be together 'till the end.
By Terea' Rolarn
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LIFESTLYES
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
Homecoming
94'
Events
••
••
: King & Queen's Ball
• Fieldhouse- 7:30 p.m.
•
:
•
• CSO/PAN Yard Show
• Front of MSC 5: 00 p.m.
•
•
• Talent Show/ Comedy Showcase
•
•
Baby Dome
: CSO/PAN Stepshow
•
BabyDome
••
•
• PV vs. Tarleton
• Homecoming Classic
•
•

November 2
November 3

November 3
November 4
November 5

:
•
•
:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
••
•
•
•
•
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Panther Staff
The annual Miss Drew Hall
Pageant, "A Tribute to Phenomenal
Women", was held on Oct. 13 at 7:15
p.m. When asked why this theme was
chosen, pageant coordinator and former
lstrunner-up,LaShonda Williams said,
"This year, we the pageant committee,
wanted to do something different. We ·
wanted to recognize excellence in
African-American
women,
phenomenal women. There are many
famous women we are allfamiliar with
such as Rosa Parks, Susan Taylor and
Oprah Winfrey, but we chose to
highlight women in history who have
been forgotten in our history books."
Winner of the pageant,
Courtney Thompson, stole the judges'
By Betty Iroku
hearts with her rendition of "Make It
Like It Was" by Regina Belle. Second Three of Drew Hall's 'phenomenal' women LaTonya Hopkins, Tasha
Priestley, and Ms. Drew Courtney Thompson.

FotoFest '94 in Convention Center
BY STEPHANIE BANKS

Panther Staff

at the George R. Brown Convention
Center in Houston. FotoFest is a nonprofit arts and education organization

runner-up was Tasha Priestly and ThompsonwillrepresentDrewHallin
LaToya Hopkins was first runner-up. see DREW HALL on page 13

that promotes puhlic appreciation for

FotoFest, Inc., will hold its
fifth International Festival of
Photography which will feature a
major exhibition called American
Voices :Latino/Chicano/Hispanic
Photography in the U.S., Nov. I0-30,

photographic art, international and
cross-cultural exchange. and literacy
through ph.otograph.
According to Dr. Thomas
Ybarra-Frausto of the Rockerfeller
Foundation," ... the exhibition will lay
the groundwork for new scholarly and

PEACE CORPS
Career Choices - Career Advancement
By giving others the benefit of your education
and hard earned skills, you can also enhance
your own career. As a Peace Corps Volunteer,
you can be a teacher, a small business advisor, or
a project manager. What a challenge!
Two years of Peace Corps service is an investment
in your future. The significant work experience
you gain as a Volunteer will advance you in
your career. And stand out on any resume.
Additional benefits include:
• All expenses paid
• $5,400 upon completion of service
• Student Loan deferment/c$\Dcellation
• Graduate school opportunities.
Contact Peace Corps
for eligibility requirements:
800-424-8580, option 1

The Pan Hellenic Council

Alpha Phi Alpha
Ada!, "Autobiographical Art" 93
American Voices: Latino/Chicano/
Hispanic Photography in the U.S.
artistic investigation of photographic
art in Latino cultures in the U.S."
Dominique Smookler,
publicity coordinator for FotoFest '94
said, "The festival will bring together
a variety of cultures and expose the
people to what else is going on in the
world through photography."
Smookler also feels that the festival
will serve as a opportunity for people
to come and speak about certain
issues.
Since FotoFest's inception
IO years ago and its first festival in
1986, the festival has grown into the
largest gathering of international
photographers in the United States
and one of the largest in the world.
This year the event will bring new
visibility and a critical perspective of

Serves!!!

Black History Seminar
Administration Building 6-7 p.m
Nov. 7
Delta Sigma Theta
Walkathon
University Flagpole 9-11 a.m.
Oct. 29

Pan Hellenic/CSO Homecoming Stepshow
7-10 p.m. BabyDome
Nov.4
Pan at Parade (Crowd Control)
9:30 a.m Nov. 5
Special thanks to Brother David Hughes for his
outstanding service to the community.

see FOTOFEST on page 15

----
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LIFESTYLES
Drew Hall

The pageant consisted of
four phases in which the participants
all displayed poise, style and grace.
continued from page 12
The mistress of ceremonies,
the Homecoming Parade as well as the
LaShan Davenport, kept the
Queens Ball.

audiences attention throughout the
transitional periods. "Although there
were only three participants, I think all
the young ladies performed well and I
reallyenjoyedworkingwiththem,"said

Davenport.
The audience was especially
impressed with the impromptu
question phase. Williams said,
"Although it was not nearly as large or

Electromagnetics Research
at Northeastern University
Electromagnetics Research - the Career of the 21st Century
Over the past twenty years, a revolution has occWTCd in electronics, resulting in the
proliferation of telephones, facsimile machines, networked computers, automatic teller
machines, and cable television services. The next twenty years will see a similar
revolution in electromagnetics leading to "networks without connections•. New
developments in electromagnetic materials and systems will find applications in intelligent
vehicles and highways, telemedicine, portable personal communication and entertainment,
as well as networks with very high bandwidths.
Other developing areas in electromagnetics include the usc of electromagnetic
waves in the diagnosis and treatment of disease, the measurement of pollution in the land,
sea and air, evaluation and planning of the usc of natw-al resources, and improved weather
forecasting.
If you are an undergraduate electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics,
or mathematics major, you have a chance to be ahead of your time. A career in
electromagnetics will put you in a position to be on the leading edge of the profession.

Center for Electromagnetics Research at Northeastern University
The Center for Electromagnetics Research (CER) provides an opportunity for quaJilled
graduate students to perform research with faculty who arc recognized leaders in these
areas.
Academic studies in the departments of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Physics, Mechanical or Industrial Engineering, is complemented by research work closely
related to the course work and to the research interests of the Center's sponsors. The
diversity of these sponsors, including contractors working for these agencies, ensw-es a
rich and varied field of research. With more than 20 universities, the concentration of
faculty, graduate and undergraduate students, and the Boston location al the hub of Route
128, •America's Tecbnology Highway•. working in clectromagnetics at the CER provides
a vibrant and exciting academic community in which to work and study.

The major research of the Center is in
the following four general areas:
•
Radar Signal Processing
►
Electro-Optics
►
Plasmas and Materials
•
Computational Analysis for EM
Applications
►
Underground Remote Sensing
Courses in support of these areas
include:
►
Plasma Theory and Engineering
►
Lasers
►
Acoustics
►
Solid State Devices
►
Radar and Communication
Systems
►
Microwave Engmeering
►
Remote Sensing
►
:\ntenna Theory and Design
►
Optical Properties of Matter
►
Electro-Optics Theory and
Devices

Advantages of University-Industry Collaborati:on
The Center for Electromagnetics Research has a limited number of positions available for
qualified graduate students under the Technology Reinvestment Program. The students
k will receive stipends and tuition waivers to complete the MS program in Engineering at
Northeastern University, and summer salary from M/A-COM to apply their research to
intelligent highways, communication systems, and other areas.

~

Return this coupon to:

For further information, call
617/373-Sl 10
or fill out and return the coupon.

--------------------------------------------------------------

Center for Electromapeticl Ruearch

Name

Northeastern Univenity
23S Fonyth Buildin1
Boston, MA 02115
City

eun-ColleplUaivnty

••equal

Nor1healkn Uni\!Wlity
oppartuaity/6-aiw
action educalml illltiCutioa 11111 tql&o)w.

Ar. o{Jalerlll for Gndllate Study

.

.

- .

Zip

publicized on the same level as the
Miss Prairie View Pageant, I thought
we should have asked questions about
political issues that will directly affect
our generation." President Clinton's
health care plan, the Haitian crisis and
.The Panther were discussed during
this phase.
Each year the Miss Drew Hall
pageant continues to expand, "I hope
The Miss Drew Hall pageant will grow
even more, I enjoyed working with
each of the participants and I know it
would not have been a success without
the help of Tiffany Taylor and Holly
Cherry, they really helped a lot," said
Williams.

Ms. Banks Hall
94-95 crowned
BY ANN HARVEY
Panther Staff
The Banks Hall Queen for the
94-95 year was crowned last
Wednesday as eight bright-eyed
contestants participated in the pageant
held in Banks' lobby. Droves of
freshmen convened in the purple and
gold decorated lobhy to get a glimpse
of the contestants.
Ms. Banks was awarded to

Shenitra Elnely of Humble. Second
runner up was Jennifer Roberts of
Houston and Shelia Stark of California
was fist runner up.
The pageant's five other
contestants were Aleisha Stamps of
I-{ouston, Roxanne White of Houston,
Tiffany Harris of Houston, Angela
Thornton of Tyler, and Shandy Alfred
of Groveington.
The
panel of judges,
composed of six PV students, were
Holly Cherry, Davone Pigott, Rita
Cooper, Donna Thompson (Miss PV),
Seth Howard and Darien "Lucky"
Belther. The panel judged the ladies on
their introduction, casual and sports
wear, talent, evening wear and the
interview process.
The contestants' talent
performances spanned from song to
the dramatic arts. Gospel songs by
Yolanda Adams and poems by
Langston Hughes were showcased in
the pageant.
Banks' resident hall advisor
Cynthia Woods, who coordinated~
event, had this to say about the ladies.
"These are a real nice group of YOWi!
ladies. I enjoyed working with them...
The ladies were escorted by
the men of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. through the variom
segments of the show.
Overall, the pageant gave the
ladies a chance to showcase their talem
and have fun. They were all winn~
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A Sure Cure For The" On the Hill and Nothing To Do" Blues
Is your life only filled with
the joy of \\laking up to 8:00 classes,
taking mind-boggling "pop quizzes",
cramming for tests, studying for midterms, and grueling part-time jobs ?
Has "all work, no play" become your
life's motto? Well ,. behold! Here's
just the thing, ( or things), to remedy
what ails you. If you have a car, (or
access to one), at least $1.25 to spare,
( or at most $30.00), then here are a few
attractions that can help you obtain the
necessary supply of required playtime
you need to balance out your school
and/or work week.

The Client, Little Rascals, Angels in 9427 for more information.
the Outfield, The Flinstones, Above
the Rim, Blankman, and Speed
t ber 30 _ Earthquake , from De~
0 co
:1
At AMC Theaters, during "Twilight" J
c i View and the A ollo
'
p
times, (before 6:00) movie fare is $2. 75 am, om c

or a school I.D. can discount your
Clubs and Live Entertainment
movie fare to $3.50 anytime after6:00.
New movies ofinterest: Jason• s Lyric,
Club Finesse,( R&B, Jazz, Hip-hop,
The Specialist, QuizShow, Fresh, Time
Live entertainment)- 2616 Winrock,
Cop, and / Like It Like That.
(713) 783-9427
Cody's- in the Village, ( Jaz'll Live
Comedy
entertainment)-2540University Blvd.
Even though the beloved Hip-Hop
(713) 520-5660
Comedy Stop has closed, DavidRaibon
Magic Bus- Bar and Coffeehouse, (
is back with David Raibon 's Comedy
Hip-Hop)- 202 Tuam/ Fairview,
Night,
at Oub Finesse, 2616 Winrock,
Movies
(713) 521-4735
Now Showing at the "$ 1.25 theaters" . Tickets are $10.00. Call (713) 783- Blue Planet, ( Popular Music)- 6367
Richmond Avenue, (713) 978-5913

GO FAR
INTHE
AIR FORCE.
Learn how far the Air Force

can take you. If you are a
college graduate, you may
qualify for Air. Force Officer 1'raining School.
After completing Officer Training School, you
can become a commissioned Air Force officer
with:
• great starting pay

• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportunities
Go far in a career as an Air Force officer.
Call Air Force Opportunities

Toll Free
1-800-423-USAF

AIM HIGH. AIR FORCE

Fat Tuesday, ( Live Music) - 6306
Richmond Avenue (713) 784-0091
Boomerang, ( R&B, Hip-hop) - 4530
Holmes Rd. •, (7 I3) 733-1225
•
Soulstice, (Live entertamment, Jazz)910 Prairie, (713) 224-3711

5
~

2524 Mc Kinney, (713) 223-4705

Other clubs around town: Boneshakers,
Jamaica- Jamaica, Studio 59 ( for- Houston Rockets- (basketball)
merly Backstage), Club Oasis.
Houston Oilers- (football)
Houston Aeros - (hockey)

Theaters and Museums
The Ensemble- 3535 Main St. (713)
520-0055
MuseumofFineArts- 1001 Bissonnet,
(713) 639-7300
Exhibit: Songs of My People now until November 20

I. I Never Seen a Man Cry ........ ...................... Scarface

SCORPIO (Ocl 24- Nov. 21) •Don't be too upset or embarrassed
to discuss financial or personal problems with a caring professor.

SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) ,. You need to save your
attention for someone who can help not hinder you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) *Saying something you don't
want to be heard by everybody may cause a conflict fater.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb.18) •Having a casual conversation with
people who think like you will be refreshing.
PISCES (Feb.19- Mar. 20) •Romantic weekend flings may lead to
more than a walk on the beach. Make sure you are doing something
you won't regret later.

......

Halloween Happenings
Haunted Hotel( 4 locations )- 2803 &
2817 Fannin/ 504J & 504M Murphy
Rd.
(713) 267-7800
Fright-Night, at Astroworld - Fri- (612), Sat & Sun ( 10-10), $ 28.09 /per
ticket

Texas Expert Gives
Health Hints

2. Player Player ...................................... Big Mike
3. New Flava in Your Ear............................. Craig Mac
4. Bending Knee ............................................... Boyz II Men

5. How Many Ways ........................................Toni Braxton
6. Thuggish Ruggish Bone ......................Thugs 'N' Harmony

8. I'll Make Love to You .................................. Boyz Il Men
9. Body&Soul... ................................................ AnitaBaker
10.Tootise Roll... ..................................... 69 Boyz

HOROSCOPES
LIBRA (Sepl 23- Ocl 23) •Don't lend anyone money. You won't

Theater

Sports

7. Can You Git Wit It... ............................................ Usher

L

see it until your birthday next year, if then.

Concerts

November 1- Bebe and Cece Winans/
Poetry Slam, ( Poetry readings, Jazz)- Sounds of Blackness at the Arena

PV Top Ten

rn
u

IMAX at Burke Baker Planetarium -

Africa: The Serengeti

ARIES (March 21-April 19) •Your unfinished ideas should be
kept secret. Document yourself well and make copies of your

work
TAURUS (April 20- May 20) •Now is not too soon to worry
about next semester. Make productive plans and start now.

GEMINI (May 21-June 21) •Your split personality is about to
get the best of you. Keep a cool heaa in troubled times.

CANCER (June 22 - July 22) •work on a problem that's been
bothering you. It will ease your conscience.

LEO (July 23- Aug. 22) •Don't let yourself fall prey to rumors.
Stand your ground if you are being pressured, but be calm.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) ,. Everything that looks and tastes
good is not good for you. Don't eat out this week.

(NAPS)-Dr. Kevin Raef, president of the Texas Chiropractic
Association, reports that the personal computer is becoming more
and more a pain in the neck.
Doctors of chiropractic say people
who work with computers often
complain about stiff muscles, as
well as neck and back pain.
In addition, children who sit
virtually motionless for hours
pla~ng computer or video games
are Just as susceptible to thes~
problems. Muscles are not capable
of h.olding th~ body erect for Jong
periods o~ time. Sitting erect
places stram on the spine, eventually causing neck and back pain.
MHack pain 1s the second most
common physical ailment after
~he common cold," says Dr. Raef.
In fact, 80 percent of all Americans will suffer from some type of
back pain in their life. More and
more resulting from the use of
pe~sonal computers."
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FotoFest
W!!JiT•j, THE ~- LA \I A·7
By George Spillman, Jr. Continued from page 12
U.S. culture. Latino curators and
photographers will "speak" on issues
of cultural origin, history,
immigration, and the experience of
working between cultures. The work
Unless you have been under a rock for the last few years, you've from 39 Latino photographic artists
heard of Compton, California's own, M.C ..Biht. This third production let's includes three-dimensional home
the world know that Biht is out for.~ . Five years of experience on wax, altars, multi-media installation pieces •
a parUn motion picture {¥ENACE 2 SOCIETY), a soun~tra.ck bit, ~d and classical potraiture of families:
countless guest appear,mces on other ~i5:ts' albums have developed him and neighborhoods.
into:~
veteran.
' . " '
..
. ·. .
'
FotoFest '94 will focus on 1
" "G-E-Y-E-A-H," is M, C.Ei"1(s trade!D.arkgreepng~hi~h he 1:1!,tel'S
three principal exhibits: The Global .
.on and in everything he has ~ed on. The production team of D.J..Siip
Environment: a three part exhibit, ,
(.1/ZOz. Productions}andM.C. lnht( BinthypeProducti9ns) isshatp,and
on-point on each track,, More attention was placed on making 1nusic and rt~~ combining art, science and technology ·
just another l'.br~ beat''.,, There
15,,J>~-l,leavy:,. funk~:fitil'd .Jrac.ks .on,, to create a stimulating public forum 1
for studying the earth; American 1
We:ComeSttapped,". ,fr "
"
. ,.,::::
" .t,,,,,rn"': .. ,,,,,,,.IF.
. . ;;, .''
Middleton/Liittschwager" California Brown Pelican"
;,, . The title cut was.beautifullyorehestrated and ,has the feel of a Voices: Latino/Chicano/Hispanic: The Global Environment Fotofest 94' ·
Jarnes bond tune;." Nuthin' but tbe Gangsta"; features rappers;~edman
Photography, a new visibility and a 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Spice lalong with M.C.
at@givesyou ~ bfoad scope of the"~ug life'.'; critical perspective to the U.S. Latino,
r : My favoritecut on1hisalpumis ltAIJfortheMoµey." The dynaunc culture by examining issues such as :
chorus on Ibis song
gpt to get minelso BODO take'yours.",;Eht family , community, cultural origin, , States, Mexico and the Caribbean. Rockerfeller Foundation, The Andy
Between the biennial Warhol Foundation for the Visual
expJai~ the sheersiinj,licitfof~!
'i . :., ,.. " '• art, history and identity in the U.S.
festivals,
FotoFest initiates special Arts, The Nathan Cummings
. · ,., On (IM. W/s''fourth attempt.M.C,; Bihr comes correct w1th ·his
Fashion; and Evolution/Revolution: photographic projects designed to Foundation and National Endowment
ly~ic~ ~d produc~pii skills,
means
can tkpect to hear more
a focus
primarily on U.S. broaden l)Ub\ic awareness of fot the Arts.
products froip.the 'Compton ~onib."
photographers which will include 130 important photographic art around
Passes are available for$ I 0.
works of both classical and the world and stimulate dialogue on Admission for adults is $6, and for
contemporary artists.
important issues. Recent projects children (6-18), senior citizens and
In addition there will be include upcoming publication of a students with identification, $3.
public lectures and colloquiums. book on Latin America photography. Children under 6 are admitted free.
"Across Cultures" ,is one of the
Major funding for the Discount tickets are available for
symposiums that will bring together American Voices is provided by The groups of 10 or more.
Hobart Taylor Little Theatre. Tickets curators and scholars from the United
The Charles Gilpin Players are off
are $1.50 for students and senior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and running at an excellent pace for citizens and $3.00 for adults.
1
the 1994-1995schoolyear. New Faces
This beautiful and moving play will
'94, dedicated to the staffs of the put clapping in your hands, stomping
Offices of Financial Aid and in your feet, a smile on your face,
The Beginning Of A Successful Career In Phannacy Starts At • • •
Admission and Records, proved to be move you to tears and wann the very
a huge success. There were standing depth of your heart and soul.
room only audiences for the threeGet out your pen and mark the date
night run and three hundred or more you plan to get on board this theatrical
had to be turned away from the encore train of unforgettable scenes and
production.
• A Leader in Educating Minoriry Pharmacists for more than 60 ,ears.
character portrayal.
The theatrical race continues with
Also, there will be a reception
• 100°/4 Job Placement of Graduates
the Gilpins' major production of the opening night in honor of the staff
season, "The Amen Comer," by James members of the Office of Student
• Declared a Center of Excellence b, The U.S. Congress in 1988.
Baldwin, Oct. 26 to Oct. 29 at 8 p.m. Activities.
• Small classes and personaUied attention.
and a special matinee Oct. 30 at 4 p.m.
For further infonnation, please call
All shows will be presented in the (409) 857-2356.
Compton's Most Wanted
"We Come Strapped"
Label: Epic Records
Producer: M.C. Eiht, D.J. Slip

a

seasoned

are

Eiht
reads~'· "r

which

' exceileni

an4

I'm

and ,~P,~~ts'.: ..
il#tyou

The Gilpins on the Move

XAVIER UNIVERSIIT OF LOUISIANA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Mr. PV

busy as campus ambassador

BY PAUL MASTERSON
Panther Reporter

r---------------7

Competition and with a riveting I Please send Xavier University Program brochure to: I
dramatic perfonnance, he walked away I Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
with the Mr. Prairie View A&M
University 1994-1995 title.
: Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :
That was last spring. Since
then, Mass a 22 year old marketing City _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip__ I
I
Graduation
major from San Antonio has been busy
I
Phone L.__J._ _ _ Date:______ I
representing Prairie View at various
functions. " When I won the Mr. PV I School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ I

When he won the title of Mr.
Prairie View A&M University last
spring, Demetric Mass had something
to prove to himself and to the university
as well. A transfer student from
Southwest Texas State University,
Mass was virtually unknown when he
entered the Mr. Prairie View see MR. PV on page 18

L _____________

HU\!:_)

Xavier University Of Louisiana
College of Pharmacy
7325 Palmetto Street • New Orleans, LA 70125
(504) 483-7424
FAX(504)488-3108
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Have sports scholarships been reinstated at PV?

Charlette Jones
Sports Editor
Could this be true? Is track
.the supreme sport in Panther land?
Well they do get scholarships, or stipends as BarbaraJacketcalls them. As
J,along with other students and faculty
members accidentally saw paperwork
for some women track athletes which
indicated that they were to not be
dropped from the computer last semester, we were in a state of shock-the
paperwork said that their fees would
be paid.
As I glanced at the paperwork, l was in awe. Had the university
reinstated ath\eti.c scho\arshi.ps'? We\\
J got curious, so I started asking queslions and got some very surprising
answers.
Beforelbegin,rememberthat
there are no "athletic scholarships"
available, nor have there been any
available since 1990 when all athletic
programs EXCEPT TRACK were

dropped. The reason the programs
were dropped was because the university as a whole was 12 million dollars
in the red. Several internal audits were
performed, and it was determined that
almost every department had mismanaged state funds. .
They had bought state property valued at over one thousand dollars, and had not sent a bid along with
the compensation forms to the state.
The problem was that officials never
attempted to get bids. They just ordered things, and cut a check. The
state requires that you get a bid fornny
property for state use that is valued at
over one thousand dollars.
What bothers me the most
aboutthewomentrackathletesgetting
scholarships- I mean stipends, is that
track is not a re'1enue generated sport.
The majority of money made in athletics comes from football and basketball- the most popular sports in
America. If these sports can generate
revenue, they can in time become selfsufficient. They would no longer require a large budget from the university which would allow other departments to have larger budgets.
When l ~sk.ed where the
money for th~se sape_nds came from,
Jacketconvementlysrudthattheywere
authorized by General Becton. A very
convenient ~nswer seeing that General ~ecton 1s gone. S~~ also added
that 1t was Bectons dec1SJon, and she
had nothing to do with it. I'm sure that
the fact that Barbara Jacket is intema-

All young ladies interested in playing basketball
for the 1994-95 season should contact Bob Atkins
at 2115.

Wings of Gold
Slice through the clouds at twice the
speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet,
track an unidentified submarine from a
Sea Hawk helicopter or monitor the
progress of an attack squadron from
an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a
few of the choices for you when you
qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and
wear the treasured "Wings of Gold."
How can you become a Naval Aviator?
Call 1-800-USA-NAVY for information.

AIIV YOU AND THE NAVY.

NII¥ I FULL SPEED AHEAD.

tionally known for her track coaching
abilities, .and the fact that she had a
open relationship with Becton played
a major role in his decision to grant the
scholarships- I mean stipends for
$2,200.00 a semester to these track
women.
As I talked with Ms. Jacket,
she i;eemed to be very in tune with the
NCAA rules about gender equalization as far as scholarships are concerned. She said that it would not be
fair to give scholarships to males, and
not to females. I agree, but what about
giving the women in your sport stipends and leaving the other sports out.
A person who was in tune
with the money situation would find
some way to generate money. Obviously the season ticket sales is not
working, and alumni members don't
want to give back, so don't you think
you should try something else?
My suggestion is to stop putting track on a pedestal , and share the
stipends with other sports. If you were
troly about improving the situation at
PV, you would
Are they more important
than the other athletes? A?parently
they are. I guess they were nght when
they say that you take care of your
own.
Jacket is always asking for
money to reinstate the athletic scholarships. Before you give back to the
university , find out exactly where your
money is going, and what they are
doing with it behind closed doors.

Player of the Week

Jerrold Crowder
This weeks player of the
week is Jerrold Crowder a 6-2 204 lb
senior linebacker from Houston.
.Crowder is a returning starter, and
was second on the team with 70 hits,

38 tackles, and 32 Assists. Crowde
was named the SWAC player of th
week last week. He is the first P
player to receive such an honor sine
1989. Against Southern, he had tw
interceptions one which he ran bac
for a touchdown, and fourteen tack
les.
Crowder believes that the
will win the last four games this sea
son, and that if they stick together
they will accomplish this goal. H
also said that the both the offense an
defence are improving weekly. One
they get over the m~ntal breakdowns
they will be successful, and not jus
for Homecoming ..

IPAJRO IPAJRO AN]D) MOJRlE PARO
Greek and Non-Greek T-shirts, Sweats,
Line Shirts, Earrings, Necklaces,

Collectibles etc.

SET YOUR HOMECOMING
OUT WITH NEW PARO!!!
Local Delivery in and around Prairie View Available. Call
826-3457 for Details.

If you need open-heart surgery, you consult the best surgeon.
If you have car trouble, you go to the best mechanic.
If you remodel your home, you hire the best contractor.

If you're looking for the right person to keep
Texas moving forward, which do you hire?
A Political
Insider With
No Record Of
Public Service
And A String
Of Business
Failures

A Qualified,
Experienced
Public Servant
With A Solid
Record Of
Success and
Achievement
Gov. Richards

A Proven Record of Results

George W. Bush

No _Record, No Qualifications

POLITICAL AO •PAIO for by Waller County Democratic Club
, _Rf.) ,BQx.13, l:lef!1P~tead,.TXJ7'\4.5
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UP COMING
EVENTS
Flag Football

Dig This
With the SWAC Conference
quickly approaching, the Lady Panthers are ready to take on all SWAC
defenders. With all the hard work
and dedication beside our team, it is
sure to advance far with in the SWAC
Conference.
Through all of the loses, it is the
dedication and love for the game that
makes each player still strive to play
their best

25 Oct
6:00 F-Hall Raiders vs 17 Brothers
7:00 W.G.3B vs P.A. Machine

HUPF PEMM CLUB
1st ANNUAL HALLOWEEN
TENNIS TOURNAMENT

27 Oct

DATE:

MONDAY OCTOBER 31,1994 "NOVEMBER 1, 1994

T:IMB:

6: 00pm

LOCATJ:ON:

6:00 Day One vs F-Hall Raiders
7:00 P.P.P.L ·,s W.G.3B

'/olleyball

ENTRY FEE:

5:00 &7:00 vs Grambling in the
Dome
30Oct
2:00 vs Centenary College

$1.00 PER BVBN'l' (PICK UP ENTRY FORMS)

ENTRY DEADLINE:

FRIDAY OCTOBER 28, 1994

Full Court 5-7, Half.Court 7-9pm
(New Gym
Softball Monday-Friday 5-9pm
Weight Training MondayDaily Events
TV VCR's Monday-Friday 5-9pm Friday 5- 7pm
Basketball Mondar-Fridar 5-9~m

AWARDS: ~1st AND 2nd PLACE TROPHIES
*OPEN TO ALL PACOLTY AND STAPP*

40'S PLUS pzyrs:rON

STJJPPJT pzy;s:rON
(EVENTS)

(EVENTS)

1.MEN'S SINGLES
2.WOMEN'S SINGLES
3.MIXBD DOUBLES

1.MEN' S SINGLES
2.WOMEN'S SINGLES
3.MIXBD DOUBLES

••etll.l '11.iWITI

*SJ:GN UP J:N THE J:NTRAMORAL OFFICE (NEW GYM)*
CONTACT COACH BURGESS EXT 2440
CONTACT COACH FOWLKES EXT 2413
CONTACT COACH ADAMS EXT 2196

BLOWOUl COMB

HAVE A HAPPY AND SAFE HALLOWBENlll!llllllllll

•

•
'

"Despite our string of losses, our
team is steadily improving. The
offense, defense, and special teams
click as a unit now, however consistency is our goal. We players (and
coaches) work unbelievably hard to
get a victory for these "fair-weather"
fans, and the effort that we _give
· solely for the love of foo1ball
demands appreciation. Contrary to

1884GNIIIJIIIIN-

. ,. popular opinion, we will win some
MalcoIm A. Fnerson,games this season."

"We are a better
"'
team than
.·.

/

Jamal

The next home game for the Lady Panthers is
Oct 27 at 5:00 and 7:00 vs Grambling in the Dome.

27 Oct

P.V. TBNNJ:S COURTS

...
.._._....,_m•u••1•a•-••-.....,.
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"

the past teamS:. We will win at
: least one game before the
, season is over. Our goal is to
: win the.last four games this
: season: Things can only get
· better for us. We are putting
____ · points on the board which
shows that we are improving.
Meyers
We will win this season, so
continue support us."

to
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The return of Iha cr1t1ca1J
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Dorsey
continued from page I
system, currently in progress, are just
a few
of the
numerous
accomplishments under Becton ' s
administration here at PV.
Sculpting for the bust is
already in progress. Dorsey uses what
is known as the lost-wax process for
this particular project. This process is
an ancient Egyptian method that was
taught to the Greeks. Later, West
Africans practiced the lost-wax method
during the tenth and eleventh centuries;
lfe Nigerian culture, known for its Ife
bronzes, extended the practice from
the eleventh to the fifteenth century.
Dorsey also says that there is,
..the agony and ecstacy of teaching art
at PV, the ecstacy is teaching young,
talented students, the agony is poor
facilities and adminstration that has
shot itself in the foot when it comes to
the fine arts." This year Dorsey
received the Outstanding Faculty
Award, and had artwork on exhibit at
the Unversity of Houston's Blaffer
Gallery.
· At present, a tentative
completion date or unveiling time have
been decided on, but the finished

alloween

"Thafs in the past," you say,
hut guess what? There is a registered
and recognized "Association of
W.itches"inthe United StatesofAmerica
lhat js fully functional and with a wide
numberoffollowerstoo! They practice
th~ anci~(rites lltld customs of worsh~, , which we, : ~owingcy, have
, ,adopted.and ~otfilnately taught our

them by giving them a "treat'' (sacri-fice); tcxlays practice of passing out
ontinued fcom page 7
candy.
which the ancient druids -0f France
The sad news is that this day
and Jt.aly placated the spirits and the
is confused with the "Hallowed day"
supematuralbeings(such~thegodof
(in which saints and martyrs were referillity, Cromtn Cruach), wjth sacri~embered on. ,Nov. 1st)- This hapfices offood, animals, and human bepenedwberitheconquerorConstantine,
ings{the firstborns)
' ,, · '
"inhkquestfor~ewlandssoughtpopu-·
This.~ ¢1.y in. which
larsupport@mhispeop1eand in order
these ancientwjtc.hescelebrated their ,
. . Wlµt , are"these c,ustpms't todo $0 he had toget thosemen wbom
most "holy ofholy"day~'Jn their dark Well ~~ aboot.~l~eeri col~rs o.f .~! i~ehe~ fQ,(mainly out of t~ai'of
calendar. the dayln which. they acfu::.
and'~1~ m,~ch thew1t.ches ~,_r ilaf~ pgwer!l)t ~d,,th~ were~
aJlyJnvokedthe powers of the dead. . . ,,.,,, , s~1v~ t,o celebrate.~! oc~ ,.1I-:n1ds, ~r.~or~Co,pstan~togetbei;
and more.importantly, nrEDE\lJL, ~JJ
~~t ab<lu~.. ~~fita11Y ,with the ~ovemu~g church~·g~
for help concemin.g theifliealth,}uc~ ~ ,, , ,, k~lantem::~ ~h91s ~ .~V11 :the_ evenm, of Oct.3l$. the.,tJme" in
~age, etc. Jt w~the mneduring ~p~Ura~
.~e~enan~,hen , , w~eli ~~:ww~~.celebratetbesai~ts
which they believed that b1ackcats," lhatbasa, .
~face(.hen~ andm~;,~tui:iewentl?'theenm-.
hobgoblins, ghosts and demons were .Jhe p~kin's.
. . · ..mou~ ~d.~ol~ ·furn ~]#f~, ~~re substitu~ I~r~
roaming about the~. , Jow eyes). . .
mbots lhat wehave pagan s3,;tanie~prsh4>ri~,Wh,ic~~re
The time during which all <If so gleefully adoJtted ~
black.cat eas,il.Y ~en~u~~ausei~}hei1Jeiitj~~
this took place was, according to the .and skeleto.ns which.aretne.soultraps natur~- .,:This 1s tbe pracllce,,,tlJat bas
Celtic and Anglo-Saxon calendar, the . (~re evil ~pirils dwelt) an~ the lost contin~ to this day, our mmtinual
Eve of their new year in which they spmts~~g earth,respecfi~ly. Fi- dancew1th the dev.iltl
celebrated the end of summer and the.. nally, 1t s '11UCK ORXREAT ,asayTake heed my brothers and
fruitfulness ofthe.dead! It was the lime ing that comes frc>m .the'witches prac- sisters, and pay close attention to what
when the strength of the gem, and the ,lie~ in whi~-~y~uld ask~spirits this world bas t~ offer; for ~ ,have
underworldwereatthejrgreatest. This fogivethe?1 _m~ _{spell},whlchthe_y ~nw~ed(lTunA:l),sobecar~~I
was, and is the night,of Oct. 3 L
wou1d getif tlie spmt was pleased but if in all you do .and remembei: educauon
not then they would have to placate is the key, 11se itl OM bless,

the

'.~ ~L ,; ,• '" ;, . ,· , . . .
tbat
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M ... PV

product will be visible to the public

..I. t

upon completion.

continued from page 15

Thanksgiving and Christmas Travel

* Introducing*

rairie View A&M University Students
The Most ECONOMICAL
RFARE TO AND FROM YOUR HOME CITY
* *PLUS**
US SERVICE TO AND FROM HOUSTON AIRPORTS
(Direct to and from your dorms)
25.00 one way

$45.00 Roundtrip

In the Memorial Student Center
*Every week MWF 10:00a.m.-3:00p.m.*

NTACT COOKIE/ OPAL OR GINGER
AT

U~llelora~ ClASS~OU~ TmV~L
(713) 665-4646

*National Society of Black Engineers*
Nov. 2
Spades and Domino
Tourament
6:30p.m. Engineering Building Rm.
206J
Nov. 14- Food and clothing drive
Nov. 18 NSBE Office
(Box outside office)

contest last year, I had a platfonn of
men who had the vision in what they
wanted out of the man who was to
represent the campus as Mr. Prairie
View," said Mass. One of these men
was William Young, student manager
to Mr. Prairie View.
" The day after the
competition, I had a meeting with
Demetric and told him about the plans
we had for him in his upcoming year.
My goal is to place Mr. PV on the top
Demetric Mass
of the list up there with Miss PV. He's
just as important as she is and he will . ~~~~~~~~~~~~
receive the same recognition as she predominantly white schools and try
to break the stereotypical image of
does if not more," said Young.
In the begining, Mass admits how the perceive black campuses. We
that he was a bit skeptical about all the want to increase the enrollment here at
plans that Young along with George Prairie Veiw," said Mass.
The current project on Mass'
Smith and Raymond Johnson had
mapped out for him, but he's quick to platfonn involves a drive to become
admit thateverythingthey planned has more interactive with the students on
been accomplished or are in the stages campus especially the freshmen. "I
want to speak out to them and let them
of development.
One of the plans in the works know that Prairie View isn't what
which Mass and Young are working people say it is. They come down here
on is a tour of highschools in the and are gone after the first year if not
Houston-San Antonio area as well as by the end of the first semester of the
the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex. " first year. They have all these
We want to venture out and speak to advantages in their eyes but don• t reach
students about the life on a black and grab them. They should get
college campus," said Mass. "Our involved in extracurricular activities
main objective is to go to the but at the same time don't forget what

Kennedy
continued from page 1
Kennedy for his efforts, but it goes to
support the ministry's other half.
"Theotherhalfoftheministry
deals with what I call 'ministry to the
lost• where we build prisons, drug rehab
centers, and detention homes," said
Kennedy.
They also arrange satellites
which help support those centers that
take care of these individuals. "'The
church of the '90s has become an
extended famify ," continued Kennedy,
"where we don't just get people saved,
but we then help them."
Kennedy's next motivational
speech will be in Chicago. Although he
is uncertain if or when he will return to
PV. he said that he would like to return
as soon as possible.
Charles H. Lewter Jr., dean of
All Faiths Chapel, said the service that
evening was very moving and uplifting.
"It was a spirit-filled, one in a lifetime
event that happened on the hill of Prairie
View," said Dean Lewter. "It was what
it's meant to be-a one day ctusade."
Motivational tapes by
Kennedy are available. Those interested
can write the ministry at P.O. Box
361039, Los Angeles, CA 90036 or call
(909) 857-5660.
they are really here for."
Mass said that this is also
true with Dr. Charles Hines, Presidentelect for PVAMU. Mass said that
when he met with Hines, he said that
his main goal for PV AMU is to focus
on the students. "He said that the
students are what keep the university
going and without the students, Prairie
View is non-existent."
A person who is quick to
give praises, Mass thanks Smith,
Johnson, and especially Young for
helping him through his transition into
a university representative and an
important student voice. "When being
a visible body on campus, there are
certain things you must do in presenting
yourself to people. My platfonn of
advisors have really helped me and I
owe a lot to them."
Mass stated that the faculty,
staff, and student body needs to go out
and support PV's athletic teams.
"These men and women are playing
their hearts out and nobody comes to
support them. We need to raise the
school spirit at Prairie View and get a
better allegiance to the athletic
department."
Mass• final statement was for
the students, pariticularly the male
students to stay focused on their goals
while atPV. "There are many obstacles
that face the black male, we must jump
over those obstacles to make it in the
world. All we need to do is stay
focused."
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'lJear Jaquita

:~=========~
• Dear Jaquita,

•
••

When I read the article about
: the reader who found you "tacky" I
• was upset, but not surprised.
•
I'm not an atheist or any: thing like that, but religious fanatics
• get on my nerves. What I mean is,
• everyone has problems whether they
• go to church or not. Their problems
: are just as real as those problems of
• people who go to church everyday
: and they need answers too.
•
I think what Ms. Anderson
• was trying to say was that a self: respecting person or Christian
• wouldn't have submitted a letter like
:that by "Forced to Listen". That's
• fine, but believe it or not this is the
:real world. Not everyone is a Chris• tian. Not everyone has the same
: lifestyle. Who is one person to put
•down another lifestyle if it doesn't
:cause intentional harm to anyone or
• isn't forced upon those who don't
.
.want 1t.
An advice column gives

•

.

just that, ADVICE!!! It is like a •
form of entertainment. You watch •
what you want to watch and you read •
what you want to read. If you don't•
like what people CHOOSE to write:
to "Dear Jaquita" or Jaquita's re-•
sponses don't read the column.
•
•
•
Signed,
•
The Real World
•
•
Dear Real World,
•
•
Thank you for your com-:
ments. The purpose of"Dear Jaquita" •
was not to cause controversy or a•
political debate. Thecolumt\ is meant:
to answer questions and deal with •
issues that really affect college and :
everyday life.
•
•
When inundated with text-•
book procedures in classes, the last•
thing many people wan~ to hear is a:
textbook answer to their very per-•
sonal problems.
•
In my column I attempt to •
give straightforward and easily un- •
derstood answers. It isn't my inten-:
tion to simplify the complexities of•
life into the limited space of a news-:
paper column, but it is my intention •
•
not to complicate it further by giving•
labyrinthine answers. Too _o ften:
people forget that an answer 1s not•
always a resolution and that even the•
precision of mathematics recognizes :
that a given equation may have more•
than one solution.
•

•
•

•

••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

B~est Fr[lm The Pest

Student to Hines:Listen Up
Dr. Hines,
country's alternative commitment to directly in the U.S. Armed Forces
Congratulations on becoming educate the so called Negro after the branch of our choice .
President of Prairie View A & M Uni- Civil War.
During your "confirmation
versity. I'm a concerned Prairie View
I don't know your exact age, hearing" I was told that you said that
A&M University student who is cur- but from both the length and diversity of you had connections in Washington.
rently co-oping this semester and wasn't your professional career I'm certain that Let's just hope for the Hill's sake, that
present for your "confirmation hear- you witnessed firsthand , if not partici- they aren't to Clarence Thomas or the
ing." So I am motivated to ask do you pated in the struggle of the civil rights "African-American" fellow who tried
know what your friend, old buddy, old movement For PVAMU's sake, please to end minority designated scholarpal, retiredGeneral Julius Becton and realize that the struggle for equality ships a few years ago. For as long as
his Rush Limbaugh liking, confederate continues even today in 1994. If you PVAMU and other HBCUs across
flag bumper sticker sporting, no rhythm don't believe me go and take a look at the the country continue to allow unwarhaving cohorts at the TAMU Board of 'worn, yet defiant "COLORED"
ranted, significant comprises with the
Regents: with their deceit and manipu- sign above the side door of the building governing "wickedness in high
lation have gotten you into?
in Hempstead adjacent to McDonald's places"progresswillcontinuetobeat
You're a graduate of Howard west side.
most moderate.
University , which was my very first
PVAMU needs commitment
Brother I support you bechoice to further my educ!ltion after and not another retired opportunist at- causefirstofall,youareaBlackMan.
high school, so I know you've had the tempting to increase his pension fund And according to the American juspriceless HBCU experience. I'm sure while determining what he wants to do lice system you are supposedly innolasting impressions of college days
with the remainder of his life. If your cent until proven guilty. Therefore, I
which swiftly passed imbued with
true intentions are to succeed Dr. Ben- offer my sincerest cooperation and
memories fond at "the Mecca of Black
jamin Chavis at the NAACP , Mike willirtgness to tty to understand until
Education" are abundant in your mind
Espy at the Department of Agriculture you demonstrate that Prairie View
and dear to your heart. Well as you can
or Colin Powell for that matter then why A&M University 's tradition, reputaprobably imagine we at PVAMU feel tread wateratourbelovedPrairie View? lion , welfare and forward progress
the very same way most of the time
The extent of your military aren'tyourprirnarypriorities. Conseaboutour"ShrineofBlackEducation." career is truly above reproach and you quently, bear in mind that just bePlease promise the fraternal are to be commended. However, Dr. cause you are president doesn't mean
brotherhood and sisterhood of current Hinespleaserememberthatthosegolden that you have to be political.
HBCU graduates, current students and
years are over as well as the Cold War,
So good \uck with your ne':"
the next generation of HBCU students, and the Benin-Wan. 'R.O!C s no \ongcr supcnors.Mayoe ~m JOOY Yt\D . m
which very well could be your grandchildren, that you will not actively assist mandatory at PYAMU and also be re- sociology you can figure out why
in both the overt and covert efforts, minded that the majority of the s!'Jdent they insist on treating us like "wards
population at PVAMU is civilian. Had of the state." In doing so remember
currently underway across the country,
we wanted to be soldiers we would have the inspiring words of the first stanza
especially in the state of Mississippi, to enlisted in either West Point, the Naval of Rudyard Kipling's poem "If." It's
cripple, undermine, ifnoteradicate this Academy, the Air Force Academy or gotten me through some really tough
times .

r

Copy Editors Needed
GOOD WRITING SKILLS REQUIRED
MUST BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE GRAMMATICAL, STRUCTURAL AND
OTHER ERRORS.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE PANTHER OFFICE AT 857-2132
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PV cheerleaders: We're fed up, not taking anymore
to promote spirit and pride at PVU.
criticized and never supported by the
Regardless of what the score
majority of the university. When ever
is, we are always there until the end.
there is some sort of function, we are
We can't say that for these "sometimey
the first organization that you call upon
We, the cheerleaders of for service. You do this but when we fans". You are always quick to point
Prairie View A&M University are
fingers at us forour faults, but never do
writing this letter in value of the ask for a designated place to hold we hear you compliment us on our
practice, we are given a door slam in
recognition and respect which we get the face. We don't understand, what's many achievements. You always
oncampus. Wehopethatyou'llpublish
penalize us for doing our job, a job that
this letter so that we can get our point the situation? We cheer regardless of we don't get paid to do!
across to the university on how we feel the situation.
During convocations, we sit
on a situation that to others may seem
Speaking of situations, th is in the bleachers while the football,
petty or minute, but to us, it's extremely brings us to an incident that occurred volleyball, track teams, and the band
at the recent PV football game against
important.
Alcorn. The cheerleaders were the sit on the floor. We' re not that
The cheerleaders get no
privileged to have that honor, but you
recognition on this campus. No matter only organization that promotes school call upon us to sing that "Old Time
how much we do we are alwa s spirit left on the field supporting the
football team. The crowd had Spirit."
It's a shame that a school like
abandoned the team after half time
PV treats its cheerleaders in the fashion
and the band soon followed.
Several band members were that we're being treated. You need to
believe whatGodtoldhitn, because.be
wake up and see what you're doing
also very rude to us at the game as well,
did everything that be told him.Verse
yelling such remarks as, "We don't because we are tired of being treated
6, said Cornelius ought to do some,.
want you cheering by us, why don't the way you've treated us in the past
thing. The question may arise, why you goandcheersomeplaceelse." We and the way you are continuing to treat
would one religious person 'ought to feel that was uncalled for because both us. We're fed up and we're n()t taking
do' ~omething else. Well theansweris groups are there for the same purpose- it any mo_re.
University cheerleaders
simple, keep reading. Peter, the same
Jew that was recorded as giving the
gospel to the Jews on Pentecost. was
now to give the gospel to the Gentilesvs. 45. Come1iiis confessed Christ in Q. My boyfriend spends too much time with his friends and not enough
the 4th verse.
time with me. I want for us to spend more time together, so what should
What else did he need? The
I do?
Holy Spirit. The apostles {Jews) on
Left Alone
Pentecost received the like gift that
Cornelius and hishousereceived,IepA. You fail to realize that your boyfriend had his friends before he met
resenting the only two cases of hapyoit. So he cannot ignore his friends just because he is in a relationship.
tism of the Holy Ghost Whicb was
There is nothing wrong with him wanting to spend time with them. You
never :intended to save men. So they
should become understanding of this, and it might make your relationship
were COMMANDED to be baptiwl,
with him stronger and the time you two do spend together is quality time.
47-48. For one that thinks that they
But, do mention that you would like to spend more time alone with him.
can received the.'srune measure' of the
A relationship requires compromise, so he should consider your needs as
Holy Spirit as those two groups that
well. If things do not change, and you are still unhappy, maybe you
represented the 'a11 flesh' in Acts 1:8,
should search for someone who has the time you are looking for.
weretheonlyonestoreceivetbepromiseofbaptismofthe:HolyGhostwith
POWER Y?i1O~EY~dsand
KEEP promi~s ngh~ . They ';e_re the
Q. Our roommate told us that she contracted a sexually transmitted
oneswhocouldadmimsterthe gifts of
disease from her boyfriend. She takes a bath every two days and has not
the s?irit' to someone ~lse. _Those
washed her comforter since we have been here. We are beginning to feel
Gentiles who were baptized. with the
uncomfortable around her. What should we do about this?
Holy Spirit.received 'theirmeasurf to
Very Worried Roommates
prove to,the Jews that God bad accepted them too, but they never received the power that the apostles reA. First, if she is taking baths every two days and not every day like she
ceived (See ch.11). So n~w after
should, especially if she is sexually active, she could have contracted the
reading chapters l().. Jl, we can find a
STD herself. And by not washing her comforter is very unclean and
representation of some conversions of
harmful not only to herself but to you as well. I would suggest to you that
importance. Since the Bible reaches
you be very straightforward with her and she may want to take a bath
that the only two exceptions to the
everyday and wash her comforter, since you are her roommate and you
promise ~ere the first Jews, ~ the
all have to share the same living space. Let her know that things will
first Gentiles.. We find a coDSlStent
have to change if all of you plan to continue to live together. If she does
plan of salvauon.
not cooperate, you may be forced to find another roommate(s).
Hearing: Romans 10:17; Believing:
Hebrews 11.:-1-;, Repentance: Acts
2:38; Confes.sion: Romans 10:9&10;
••• The Panther Problem Solver is sponsored by the Psychology Club.
Baptism:Acts22:16.IPetec3:20-2l,
Any problems or questions are to be submitted to Room 222 anytime in
I Corinthians l2: 13, Gal.3:27,Romans
the New Classroom Bldg.•••
6: 1-10, John 3:3-5, Matt.28: l&-20.
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oday's world is full of confusion
ACKNOWLEDGING GOD. There is
a ;large difference in acknowledgment
and belief. If you believe in God. you
will do whatever God tells you to do. If
you believe that it Wlll be hot outside,
you will go outside in the appropriate
attire for hot weather. You wi11 act on a
belief, but not an acknowledgment.
People always tend to believe that jf
they 'believe' (know that) Jesus is the
.

wt

ff\l'et1J

~

'tion is wrong because James 2: 19shows
us that the devils believe and tremble.
Toe matter of belief depends on what
youdoasacesponse.. Thesamechapter
talks about faith without works being
dead. Just like Abraham ' knew who
God was' doesn't mean that be believed
Guest Columnists
in God,it took:an 'obedient faith.' Similady in our time, if you believe in God.
Today'sworldisfullofcon-. it is ~oingtotakean _'honestperson'to
fusion. It is becoming more and more c~ns1~r to do the thi~gs that ~od dedifficult to distinguish between that sttes hun to do. Consider the fru.th that
which is real and that which is ideal. you havedisplayed,if your fuith in God
Inthepolilicalarenawhenchoosing:a is as :it should be, you will have no
candidate,weare.hesitanttovotehast- problem doing whatever God comily because time is needed to dist.in:- mande!1. Sointhefollowing,thegospel
guish between who is TI.ral and who i~ of
for the honest appems. ..
ideal. When examining the social
··
Acts 9: talks about converaspectoflifc,wearenottooquick.to sion'.Paul's. ~efUldinthischapterthat
trust individuals because it must be. he heard Gods word, by mouth.-vs.4.
detennined if they are our real friend Veise 6 talks ab()ut some~ng Saul
or a friend only in 'ideal. As a student ~st' do. We'll talkab_Outthts later. He
whenmaking a choice of whatinstruc- believed because he did what the Lord
lor. rn everything we want the. real, told him to in the rest of the chapter. He
because only the "real" things in life conf~JesusasLordalso~vs.6. He
are beneficial to us. The reason why bad to repent, because after this oo.nverthe world is full ofconfusion is simply sion, one never reads of Saul persecutbecauseitisbecomingeasierandcasier ing 'the church'. Verse 18 testifies that
to confuse the real with the ideal. Saul was baptized, and he-didn't preach
However~ when is comes to following untt1 afterthen. ConsistentwithMatt.28~
Christ, God bas given us a way to 18-20 isn't it.
make the distinction between real
All of the previous excrunples
Christianity and ideal Christianity.
were conversions of Jews. Acts 10:
Marv Thom
Talks about Cornelius-A Gentile. No,.
One often confuses Chris- ticesomethingsaboutCorneli~hewas
tianity
with
Christendom. devout, aprayer(religious), and gave
Christendom revolves around people much alms to the people-vs.2. he did

Christ
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